
 

Hong Kong study promises new swine flu
treatment

July 1 2010

Hong Kong researchers have discovered a new way to treat patients
suffering from swine flu, a report said Thursday, after the deadly virus
killed more than 18,000 people worldwide in the past year.

A joint study by the University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Red Cross
and the city's Hospital Authority has proven that plasma antibodies taken
from recovered swine flu patients are an effective treatment for those
suffering from the illness, the South China Morning Post reported.

The treatment has been used on about 30 patients who did not respond to
antiviral drugs, although some still died, the paper said.

"Some of them died subsequently, but we have enough evidence to
conclude that the antibodies are an effective cure, as most patients have
since recovered," Ivan Hung, a medical professor at the university, was
quoted as saying.

Cambodian premier Hun Sen and several top officials have been
infected with swine flu, a Cambodian government spokesman said
Tuesday.

The World Health Organisation earlier this month said that 18,156
people had died from the virus, a year after it was declared a pandemic,
but that the influenza was now "globally less active".

The agency has defended its handling of the pandemic, rejecting a 
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British Medical Journal report that claimed its response was marred by
secrecy and conflicts of interest with drug companies among some of its
expert advisers.

In Hong Kong, 80 people have died from the virus, the Post said.

The city, which ordered three million doses of swine flu vaccine last
year, has been on high-alert over infectious diseases following the
outbreak of the SARS virus in 2003, which killed 300 people in the city.
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